
INTERNATIONAL SCRATCH TOURNAMENT

powered by: 

Stop 6 in the YET INTERNATIONAL TOUR

Age limit September 1st 2022

In cooperation with : BISON BOWLING HAARLEM

SATURDAY JANUARY 21st - SUNDAY JANUARY 29th 2023

2nd STORM JUNIOR DUTCH OPEN 

up to 25 years divided into 4 categories



Saturday, January 21st, Friday, January 27th Sunday, January 29th, 
Squad - 1: 09.30-12.15 hours Squad  - 5: 10.30-13.15 hours res. Squad  - 10: 08.30 -11.15 hours
Lane dressing Lane dressing Lane dressing
Squad  - 2: 13.15-16.00 hours Squad  - 6: 14.00-16.45 hours

Finales 
Sunday, January 22nd, Saturday, January 28th, Sunday, January 29th, 
Squad  - 3: 09.30-12.15 hours Squad  - 7: 08.00 -10.45 hours Qarter finals
Lane dressing Lane dressing 12.15 - 14.00 hours
Squad  - 4: 13.15-16.00 hours Squad  - 8: 11.30 -14.15 hours Semi finals

Lane dressing 14.15 - 16.00 hours
Squad  - 9: 15.00 -17.45 hours Finals

16.15 - 17.15 hours

Top 4 categories 1 to 4 play an elimination final, scores on 0.  Numbers 1vs.4, 2vs.3 play 1 game. 
Winners play best out of three games for places 1 and 2, losers play best out of three for places 3 and 4. 

  NO UNNECESSARY DELAYS DURING SQAUDS AND FINAL STEPS

The requested squads will be awarded as far as possible, however the organisation reserves the right to deviate from this if 
necessary (e.g. in case of too few participants). 

FORMAT

SQUADS FORMATS:

The above rule applies until 1 month before the tournament starts. For the then still possible open spots everyone can register. 
After registration relocation is only possible after consultation with the organisation. 

Foreign participants play their entry and re-entries in the last weekend before the finals on Sunday January 29th 2023. The 
squads in the first weekend are mainly reserved for participants from the Netherlands. 

Category 1 up to 4 play 4 games, Amerikaans style, 2 players per lane, 6 players qualify. Scores bonus included are carry forward.

Category 1 up to 4 play 4 games, Amerikaans style, 2 players per lane, 
50% from the preliminary rounds with a max. of 9 players qualify. Scores bonus included are carry forward.

1st WEEKEND

QUARTER FINALS: 

SEMI FINALS: 

FINALS:

2nd WEEKEND 

SQUAD CRITERIA AND CLASSIFICATION 

This tournament is open to all members of the Dutch Bowling Federation and members with an IBF licence up to the age 25 
years. (art. 527)
(NBF rules 527 applies): Article 527. Conditions for participation: 1.Participation in tournaments to which a NBF-sanction has been granted, is only permitted to members in possession of 
a valid, personal, bowling pass by the NBF issued and to members of foreign federations that are connected at the IBF, in the possession of a valid proof of a membership at the IBF 
connected bowling Federation and/or international bowling pass, and/or a valid game licence (letter of authorisation) 
3. The participation must also be refused to those who can not identify themselves in any way. The bowling pass referred to in Article 306 may serve as proof of identity. 
4. The organization has the right to refuse registration of a player.

PARTICIPATION

PRELIMINARY ROUNDS:
Entry en re-entry : Category 1 up to 6 play 6 games preliminary round, Amerikaans style, 2 players per lane. 

After the player to your right and/or left has left the approach, you must start your own throw within 30 seconds, in order to 
avoid unnecessary delay, in accordance with the NBF Sanctions Policy Art. 224 paragraph 3 and 225, paragraph 1 and Art. 241 
Sanctions. A two lane courtesy is not allowed. 

Award ceremony: 17.30 hours
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 TOP 4 from each Category, staggered entries, min. 80% in Euros

€ 540,00
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Mixed under 25 Mixed under 19

In all classes
* for the numbers 5 and 6 a sports package 

* for the numbers 7 - 9 a re-entry for JDO 2024 
* for the highest ranked lady who does not qualify for the quarterfinals a sports package

45,00   

 Administra on costs: NBF, ETBF, YET  

50,00   45,00   45,00   

55,00   50,00   50,00   
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Mixed under 13

4CATEGORIES ALL MIXED 2

PRICE PACKAGE, with a total value of max. € 11.500,00 

7,00     
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€ 160,00
€ 320,00
€ 480,00
€ 640,00 € 720,00

€ 300,00

€ 1.000,00
€ 375,00 € 600,00€ 525,00 € 675,00 € 750,00

 TOP 4 from each Category, staggered entries, min. 80% in Euros

Category 4 Mixed under 13

Category 1 Mixed

180

Organisational costs
Lane fee

€ 240,00
€ 360,00
€ 480,00

360
€ 600,00

€ 135,00
€ 270,00
€ 405,00
€ 540,00

€ 180,00

Category 2 Mixed under 19
Category 3 Mixed under 16

AGE LIMIT BY September 1st 2022CLASSIFICATION BY AGE

BONUS GIRLSAge
10

7
7

10

CATEGORY
under 25

Prize money

Category 1 mixed under 25

Category 4 mixed under 13

Category 3 mixed under 16

Category 2 mixed under 19  TOP 4 from each Category, staggered entries, min. 80% in Euros

€ 250,00 € 400,00€ 350,00
€ 125,00 € 200,00€ 175,00



RE-ENTRY(IES)

PRESENCE

OPEN FINAL POSITIONS will not be filled - NBF art. 528.

In case of illegal quitting, any prizes won will not be refunded.

Players must register at least 45 minutes before the start of their squads and finals at the tournament secretariat.
Late players shall start their game at the frame of the game following the last frame completed by their direct opponent. 
The frames, games and/or matches, not played by the late player, cannot be made up and will be scored 0 (zero).  
(Article 226 NBF sporting regulations)

"No Show", which means that a player does not appear without having informed the organiser, or if the player informs the 
organiser after the start of the squad(s) for which the participant has registered.

Is allowed twice! Participants may indicate this at registration. 
During the tournament this is only possible if there is still room in squads.

If a player, without the permission of the tournament management, in a squad: (entry or re-entry(ies)) leaves the tournament 
before having completed all games (illegal exit), all previous scores of this player are counted as zero. The player cannot re-enter 
the tournament in one of the later squads. If the player leaves the tournament during the final before he has completed all 

 games of his final (illegal exit), all previous scores of the player are counted as zero.

In case of legal quitting (allowed by the competition/tournament management), the player is not allowed to participate in any of 
 the other squads s ll to be played. 

In accordance with Article 528, NBF Sporting Regulations, final positions that have fallen vacant will not be filled. 
Art. 528. Participation in finals: Participation in a final event depends on the score obtained in one or more previous events and is allowed only to those players who, by virtue of that 
score, have directly qualified for that final event. If a finalist is unable to participate in a final event, his place may not be taken by a player who did not originally qualify as a finalist, 

 unless the tournament rules explicitly state that if a player withdraws before the start of the final, the final place will be filled.

A player, who made a reservation for a / or re-entry(ies), will be obligated to pay for this re-entry(ies).
Should you decide not to play a / or re-entry(ies) after the first preliminary round, you will not receive any money back. 

Registrations can only be made made on the website: www.juniordutchopen.com 
Participants will automatically receive a confirmation of their registration by e-mail. 
The final squad assignment will be posted on the site no later than one week before the start of the tournament.

COACHING to be announced at registration
Bowlers should indicate, at registration, whether they are using a trainer/coach. This trainer/coach must be certified 

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION

Participants who have subscribed or have had been subscribed are obliged at all times to pay his/her entry and re-entry(ies) at 
subscription. 

SUBSCIRPTION AND PAYMENT TOURNAMENT

ATHLETES PULL OUTS

NO SHOW

For all National and International participants, the score of the entry and re-entry(ies) will be passed to the NBF.

1st 300 game 
prize with a value of € 300



CHECKING THE RESULTS/SCORES

TIE

In case of a tie in the quarter finals, a 9th and 10th frame will be played to qualify for the semi final between tied players, after 
which the highest score over these 2 frames will give the right to the higher position, until there is a decision. 
In case of a tie in the semi-finals, a 9th and 10th frame will be played to qualify for the final between tied players, after which the 
highest score over these two frames will give the right to the higher position, until a decision is made. 
NBF rule art. 218-1-2-3 paragraph c.: Tie preliminaries, quarter-final, semi-final and final:
1. When 2 or more players tie in a match, the order of these players is determined by the total pinfall (scratch) achieved by these players over all the games of this match. 
2. The player with the highest last game is assigned the higher position. 
3. If the decision rule mentioned in paragraph 1 is not successful, the final ranking can be determined as follows: c) the tied players play a ninth and tenth frame, after which the highest 

  score over these 2 frames gives the right to the higher posi on; all this un l a decision is made. "

In case of a tie after the preliminary rounds, the player with the highest last game including bonus will proceed to the quarter 
 finals. If this is also equal, the second last game applies, etc. etc.

Players, coaches, parents and/or supervisors are responsible for ensuring that the bowling equipment does not pose a danger to 
other players or those present in the bowling centre. The organisation is not responsible for any loss or damage to bowling 
equipment or related items.

The players' area is defined as the area from the start of the approach up to and including the walkway behind the players' 
 sea ng area.

PLAYERS' AREA - COACHING

RESPONSIBILITY: 

Important : It is not allowed to bring and consume own drinks and food within the bowling center. 

It is not allowed to eat or drink in the players' area. 

SANCTIONED

The general playing and tournament rules of both the Dutch Bowling Federation (NBF Sporting Regulations) and ETBF will govern 
this tournament

This tournament is sanctioned by the Dutch Bowling Federation: Sanction No. 2023/A123 – Klasse 2 
and European Tenpin Bowling Federation. 

RULES
TOURNAMENT RULES

SATURDAY, 28 JANUARY 19.00 HRS

FRIENDSHIPDINNER by DJ. 

If a match is played in age categories, the age on 1 September 2022 determines the classification.
 If required, an iden fica on document must be presented to confirm the date of birth.

BOWLING LICENSE AND AVERAGE

Coaches: who are registered and certified will receive a badge to be recognised by the organisers and match officials. 

Any complaint about the correctness of the scores must be made to the tournament management within 10 minutes of the 
official announcement. 

If a paricipant is unable to show his/her valid bowling card or membership certificate with pass average of the National Bowling 
Federation of any country, no prizes may be awarded to him/her until it has been established whether his/her participation was 

 jus fied and he/she has shown a valid ID. In accordance with art. 310 NBF Spor ng Regula ons,



The wearing of bowling clothes is mandatory during the entire tournament as well as with the prize-giving ceremony.
DRESSING CODE

FOR ALL QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION, 
E-mail to: register@juniordutchopen.com

FOUNDATION JUNIOR DUTCH OPEN

FOR ALL OTHER QUESTIONS,
E-mail to: info@juniordutchopen.com

FINALSDAY: SUNDAY JANUARY 29th 2023
Exact schedule for the final will be announced during the tournament

PRIZE CEREMONY STARTS NO LATER THAN 17.30 hrs.

AWARD CEREMONY - INDIVIDUAL PRIZES - TROPHIES

LANE CONDITIONS / PLAYING CONDITIONS

CODE OF CONDUCT: JUNIOR DUTCH OPEN and NBF

PHONE / TABLETS / PHOTO / FILM / VIDEO WEBLOG (VLOG):

In all cases not provided for in these rules, the tournament management will decide. 
 This decision is irrevocable and no discussion is possible.

http://nbf.bowlen.nl/Voorleden/Statutenenreglementen.aspx
http://juniordutchopen.com/

END OF THE TOURNAMENT NO LATER THAN 18.30 hrs.

Paul Meka Richard van Diest

Prizewinners have to be present at the award ceremony. Won prizes will not be handed out prematurely unless it can be proven 
 that the winner has to leave the tournament due to unforeseen circumstances.

In the individual ranking the top four players of all classes of the 2nd STORM JUNIOR DUTCH OPEN TOURNAMENT are eligible for 
a podium place. 

During the tournament a playing pattern will be laid down which is easy to play on, but gives some challenge.

Wearing jeans, jogging clothes and caps in any form is not allowed. 
If you have a medical or demonstrable reason you can discuss it with the tournament leader.

Monica Koudstaal

The clothing for players and coaches must always be in accordance with the tournament rules. 

 DECISION-MAKING

Code of Conduct NBF and JUNIOR DUTCH OPEN apply to this tournament, for information see: 

The use of mobile (smart) phones, Ipads, tablets (must be switched off) by participants is not permitted within the players' area 
during the entire tournament.

The finalist, who does not participate in a final event, is not entitled to the prize that is connected to the position in the final 
ranking that he has after that final event. This prize will be forfeited to the organisation. In accordance with NBF sport regulation 
article 538, use of prize money, paragraph 4

TOURNAMENT INFORMATION



Féach leat ag an JDO See you at the JDO Wir sehen uns auf der JDO Vi ses på JDO Sjáumst á JDO

Narawkom fil-JDO Chì mi thu aig an JDO Rendez-vous à la JDO

See you at the J.D.O.

We count on your cooperation for a great tournament

OIL PATTERN, announcement 1st week JANUARY 2023
via website www.juniordutchopen.com

& SUB-SPONSORS

THANKS TO MAIN SPONSOR


